INTRODUCTION
Jerome N. Frank (1889 Frank ( -1957 and Lon L. Fuller (1902 Fuller ( -1978 are not frequently classed together in discussions of twentieth-century legal thought. Although they both wrote extensively about the nature of law and adjudication over roughly the same period of time (1930s-1950s) , they are typically seen as standing on opposite sides of the issues that matter most in legal theory. So, for instance, when H.L.A. Hart famously characterized American jurisprudence as oscillating between two extreme views about adjudication, he explicitly mentioned Frank as one who adopted the "Nightmare" view (which sees judges as never deciding cases according to Barzun common intellectual threads that link the thought of the two thinkers. As the quotations that introduce this Article indicate, Frank and Fuller corresponded for several years in the 1940s and 1950s, and each seems to have found in the other a kindred spirit on matters related to the philosophy, practice, and teaching of law. That they did so is not particularly surprising if one looks carefully at their published work. There one sees that they shared similar philosophical assumptions about the nature of knowledge, which led them to take similar views about how judges do and should decide cases. Specifically, both thinkers were convinced that our perceptions of the world and our judgments about how to act within it were indelibly shaped by our own emotions, purposes, intuitions or motives (for short, I will sometimes call them "motives" 8 ).
For this reason, both thought that sound adjudication required judges to attend to their own intuitive reactions to the facts of cases before them and to articulate as best they could how those reactions supplied grounds for their decision -even though perfect articulation of such grounds was often not possible. In other words, deciding cases properly required judges not only to take in knowledge of the external world, but also to improve their own self-awareness by engaging in a process of introspection. These common threads justify characterizing Frank and Fuller as members of what I call a romantic pragmatist strand of legal thought. Theirs was a pragmatic view of adjudication because it viewed law in instrumental terms and assessed the correctness of judicial decisions according to how well they are validated by experience. But it was romantic because it held that the relevant "experience" for testing and guiding judicial decisionmaking-and practical reasoning more generally-should include judges' own emotional responses to the facts of the cases before them. 9 The romantic form of legal pragmatism may be contrasted with a 8. 1 do so because this term strikes me as occupying a midpoint between "emotions" (which connotes irrationality) and "purposes" (which connotes a certain practical rationality). The burden of my essay is to show that although Frank used the former word more, and Fuller the latter, the intended meanings are actually not so far apart. My hope is that using this more neutral word makes that point clearer.
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See infra, pp. 129-133 (elaborating on this meaning of pragmatism). Here I use the term "romanticism" in a semi-technical sense. I mean to indicate in a general way this view's intellectual connection to the literary and philosophical movement of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries by emphasizing the epistemic value it accords the emotions, particularly those triggered by particular experiences. See The Romantic Period: The Nature of Romanticism, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA ("The most notable feature of the poetry of the time is the new role of individual thought and personal feeling. Where the main trend of 18th-century poetics had been to praise the general,... the Romantics found the source of poetry in the particular, unique experience."), available at https://www.britannica.com/art/English-literature/The-Romantic-period. However, I do not mean for my interpretation of Frank or Fuller to depend on any strong or controversial claims about the nature, or most important elements, of the romantic movement as an historical and cultural phenomenon. If I am wrong about that -if the account of romanticism offered below differs from what the reader considers the best or consensus understanding of that movement -I am happy to have my account treated as idiosyncratic. My main concern here is with understanding twentieth-century legal theory, not literary romanticism.
technocratic one. This view also sees legal concepts as instruments for sound judicial decisionmaking, but it more narrowly defines the relevant validating experience to include only the social, political or economic consequences of a decision. Whereas the technocratic pragmatist takes certain goals (or ends or values) as fixed and asks only whether a decision one way or another helps meet that goal, the romantic pragmatist considers the question of what the proper goal (or end or value) is to be itself part of the object of inquiry.
Why bother labeling Frank and Fuller in this way? Almost every legal thinker of the last century could plausibly classified as "pragmatist" in one way or another, and yet this distinction enables us to distinguish among different sorts of pragmatists in a way that has both historical and contemporary relevance.o As an historical matter, the romantic/technocratic dichotomy cuts across the realist/legal-process divide and so offers us a new way of understanding mid-twentieth century legal thought." As I show below, during both the heyday of realism in the 1930s and during the postwar period when legal process dominated the scene, one finds both sorts of pragmatism at work.
Moreover, the core distinction endures into the present day. Take, for example, Judge Richard A. Posner and former Justice David Souter. Both of those judges see themselves as part of a pragmatist tradition, but they interpret that tradition in quite different ways. 12 For Posner it means mostly that judges should take into account the economic and practical consequences of their decisions, whereas for Souter it means, at least in part, that they should reflect on how their own views have been shaped by the social and political context in which they live. 13 Both views are Barzun plausible interpretations of the pragmatist tradition, but they point to quite different understandings of the nature of the judicial task. Posner instructs the judge to look outward and to the future in order to achieve the best policy outcome; Souter asks the judge to look inward and to history in order to ensure that she is properly fulfilling her judicial duty. Souter's pragmatism is of the romantic sort. This Article is primarily concerned with defending the first, historical thesis. It aims to bring out the similarities between the views of Frank and Fuller in order to reveal their common views on the nature of human knowledge and of judicial decisionmaking. Part II begins that effort by showing how the themes mentioned above can be found in their earliest work. Since these themes are commonly associated with legal realism, Part III seeks to clarify the sense in which Frank was a realist and Fuller a critic of realism. Part IV then shows how over the next few decades Frank and Fuller each developed these themes in different ways and for slightly different purposes. But the common philosophical vision remains, and it can be seen clearly by contrasting their views with a contemporaneous one advanced by a pair of scholars under the name "policy science." Part V then elaborates and defends my suggestion that Frank and Fuller may profitably be seen as part of a romantic pragmatist tradition of law. It does so by first spelling out in a bit more detail what I mean by each of the terms in that description. It then explains why characterizing these midcentury thinkers in that way matters for both the history and philosophy of law.
H. THE EARLY WORKS: SOME COMMON THEMES
It seems to me that you have said in some of your earlier writings in effect that facts are important because they are subjective. Factfinding and fact-interpretation Each of the authors under examination made one of his earliest and yet most lasting intellectual contributions in the year 1930. In that year, Frank, then a corporate lawyer from Chicago, published Law and the Modern Mind, which fell "like a bomb on the legal world." 1 4 And Fuller, still a professor at Duke University, published the first of his now-classic series of articles on legal fictions.'" Although in some ways the two works seem to take on different issues and point in opposite directions, in them one can find common assumptions and goals, which both authors would continue to develop and expand upon.
A. Law and the Modern Mind
Frank's book is mainly about the problems of fact-finding, and it amounts to an attack on the rationality of adjudication. More specifically, it is a polemic against the common belief (or at least what Frank took to be a common belief) 16 that the law is certain -a belief Frank calls the Basic Myth. For Frank, the Basic Myth was a problem because it wrongly ignored the way in which errors in fact-finding made it impossible to predict how legal rules would be applied in any particular case. When judges or juries evaluated evidence, especially the credibility of witnesses, their judgments were frequently skewed by personal, idiosyncratic biases and prejudices." But such errors had deeper roots in the intrinsic features of the human mind. Drawing on the work of the German philosopher Hans Vaihinger, Frank emphasized that our thought could never be "in complete correspondence with factual reality."" Rather, the way we conceptualize experience and hence perceive the world is colored by our own motives and emotions. For Frank, then, the myth to be overcome was not just a belief in legal certainty, but the belief that we can ever have certain knowledge of anything.
Frank famously (or notoriously) attributed people's (including judges') belief in certainty -and in particular, certainty in law -to their inability to outgrow the emotional need they had as children for an authoritative father-figure who would provide them with comfort and security. 19 The solution was therefore for judges to recognize the role that these emotions and longings play in their own reasoning and to learn to relish, rather than Barzun fear, the epistemic uncertainty that such a recognition entails. Judges who could develop such self-awareness possessed what he called the "scientific spirit" or the "modem mind" of the book's title. 20 It was a mind "free of childish emotional drags, a mature mind." 2 1
B. Legal Fictions
Fuller's series of articles conducts a study of fictions that purports to burnish the credentials of-rather than challenge-traditional commonlaw methods of reasoning. Fuller set out to explain what fictions were and what motivated their use in the law, and then to evaluate whether or when fictions should be preserved or discarded. Fuller defined a fiction as "(1) a statement propounded with a complete or partial consciousness of its falsity, or (2) a false statement recognized as having utility."
22 He suggested various possible explanations for their use, but the most important one was one he called "intellectual conservatism." This label described circumstances in which a judge used a fiction "merely because he does not know how else to state and explain the new principle he is applying." 23 In such a circumstance, rather than saying, "[fjor reasons which are essentially inarticulate and not wholly understood even by myself, I decide for the plaintiff," the judge instead might say, for instance, that a defendant must be "deemed to have invited" a child onto the land. 24 Fuller, like Frank, drew on the work of Hans Vaihinger, who had argued in his book, The Philosophy of 'As if,' that fictions-concepts which were known to be false-were an essential feature of any form of intellectual inquiry. What Vaihinger's work showed, Fuller explained, was that to talk of fictions as being "false" was actually misleading because doing so wrongly assumed the existence of an external reality by reference to which we could judge these concepts to be untrue. In fact, our minds were "instruments for enabling us to deal with [the] world."
25 They thus altered reality in perceiving it. And that was true of all systematized forms of knowledge. Thus, as long as they were used with proper recognition of their fictional quality, fictions were a "sign of good mental digestion; it indicates the vigor and capacity of our minds." 26 C. own biases and emotions would make them better judges and would enable law to become a "portion of the science of human nature." 27 Meanwhile, Fuller understood the value of fictions to lie in their capacity to enable judges to achieve results they intuitively thought just but for reasons they could not quite express articulately. More than that, the scientific value of fictions, for Fuller, depended on a kind of judicial selfconsciousness. After all, if a judge came to actually believe the fiction he invoked or invented-rather than just seeing it as a way to vindicate his inchoate intuitions of justice-it became, in Fuller's view, a harmful dogma.28
Frank and Fuller also offered nearly identical explanations for why the natural sciences had seemed to enjoy more intellectual progress than legal science. Fuller insisted that most of the motivations for legal fictions he discussed had clear analogues in the social and natural sciences. 29 But he conceded that one motive for their use had no analogue in science: "What I have called previously the fictions of emotional conservatism and of policy and apologetic and merciful fictions proceed from stresses in the judicial mind which, although probably not wholly unknown to the scientist, are nevertheless not an important factor in his mental life."
30
That motive of "emotional conservatism" was one born of a "longing for a feeling of conservatism and certainty."
31
That longing for certainty was precisely what Frank had argued handicapped legal thinking. When he took up the question of what explains why lawyers and judges, but not (most) scientists, were plagued by this psychological need for security, Frank dismissed concept-worship, or "scholasticism," as an explanation (for that was a symptom, not a cause), instead concluding that it was the subject matter of law that triggered these longings for security in a way that the less emotionally charged objects of natural-scientific inquiry failed to do.
32 Like Fuller, then, Frank distinguished between law and science by reference to the human motives and purposes law activated, rather than by drawing a metaphysical dichotomy between the domain of facts and that of value.
Finally, Frank and Fuller both characterized formal doctrine as in some sense "fictional." Fuller saw judges as constantly applying the old and inherited concepts and categories to new situations in order to achieve justice in the cases before them. The result was that those concepts slowly changed meaning. That process was constant and ongoing, and it was only
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FRANK, MODERN MIND (1949), supra note 18, at 158. 28. Fuller, Fictions I, supra note 15, at 370 ("A fiction taken seriously, i.e., 'believed', becomes dangerous and loses its utility.").
29. Fuller, Fictions III, supra note 15 at 905 (arguing that such legal concepts as rights, duties, powers, and liabilities are "devices through which we organize and simplify our subject matter, and correspond to such notions as 'energy,' 'matter,' and 'the force of gravity' in physics").
when that process of conceptual change seemed crude-when there was a felt gap between the concept and the phenomenon to which judges were trying to apply the concept-that we dub a concept a "fiction. That these early works contain similar themes is not surprising since they are themes commonly associated with legal realism, which was reaching its peak around that time. Still, Fuller is known as an early critic of legal realism.
35 So the discussion above prompts at least two questions.
First, in what way was Fuller a critic of realism and in what way was he sympathetic to its aims and aspirations? Second, to the extent that he was critical of realism, was Frank's version of realism his target?
A. Fuller as Realist and Critic
Fuller endorsed some aspects of realism. Most important was the view that the law as practiced frequently deviated from formal doctrine. The very existence of legal fictions was itself evidence of the gap between the language of the formal law and the results judges sought to achieve. If there were no felt disconnect between the result the judge hoped to secure and what the literal application of the relevant rules would seem to entail, then, according to Fuller, there would be no need for fictions. 36 Fuller further agreed with the realists that the sorts of non-technical considerations that actually explain judicial practice sometimes justify it 33. Fuller, Fictions II, supra He observed, for instance, that he could sometimes generate greater consensus among his law students as to how to resolve some particular hypothetical dispute if he told them to ignore the law on the topic than if he told them to apply it. The reason was that if he told them to apply the law some of his students would struggle to find a creative legal rationale to achieve the result that they all agreed was the just or fair one, while others would apply the formal law irrespective of the apparent injustice of the result.
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Finally, and as a consequence of the first two points, Fuller conceived of the legal scholar's role as in part that of clarifying and improving legal doctrine by identifying and tracing out the practical purposes that actually motivated courts to decide cases the way they did, rather than by deducing results from the "nature" of particular concepts. He subsequently characterized his article on legal fictions as such an effort,"4 and his twopart article on the role of reliance interest in contract law-now considered a legal-realist classic-constituted a similar project.
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In what sense, then, was Fuller a critic of legal realism?
42 Four main criticisms stand out in his work. The first was his concern that the healthy suspicion of conceptualism, which he endorsed (and in service of which he conceived his own article on legal fictions), had been taken too far. Sometimes characterized as "nominalism," the mistake, according to Fuller, was The fourth and final criticism Fuller leveled against the realists was the same one he leveled against John Austin and John Chipman Gray. He took the realists to be endorsing a form of legal positivism, which insisted on distinguishing clearly between the law as it is and the law as it ought to be.48 Fuller's quarrel with legal positivism was that it was not a productive or useful way for the lawyer or judge to think about the law. Judges deciding cases at common law were often struggling (and failing) to articulate adequately the true motives and purposes for their decisions (hence the need for legal fictions, as we've seen). But the legal realist who studied only the "behavior" of judges did not recognize such motives as part of the law since they were only (unobservable) aspirations of law as it "ought to be." Fuller's concern was that by refusing to consider such aspirations to be the "law," legal positivists (including legal realists) directed the attention of lawyers, judges, and scholars away from the motives which should properly serve as the law's guide for reform and growth. He thus emphasized that he "did not care how realism defines words" but instead was "concerned with the way it directs the application of human energies in the law." Step, 30 COLUM. L. REV. 431, 445 (1930) (arguing that the "behavior approach" for which he was advocating "ceases to promise objective agreement" once it begins talking of the "interests" law protects "except in this -that isolation of the value judgement [sic], in presentation, from the observed phenomena on which it in part rests, would clarify much discussion").
45. 
B. Frank as Realist and Critic
Which, if any, of Fuller's criticisms apply to Frank? The answer is that most do not but that some do. First, as to anti-conceptualism. Frank, like other realists, criticized the "scholasticism" of traditional legal thinkers, by which he meant the tendency to ascribe undue significance to abstract concepts.o Tellingly, though, in Law and the Modern Mind he argued that a "scholastic" obsession with concepts was not the most important cause of the false belief in legal certainty. Such an explanation was too conclusory. The problem for Frank was not the reliance upon concepts and abstractions as such; it was the false belief that those concepts and abstractions corresponded to some "reality." Following Vaihinger, Frank thus encouraged judges and lawyers to treat doctrinal concepts instead as fictions, as tools suited for particular purposes."
Nor did Frank embrace the strict empiricist methodology that was Fuller's target. To the contrary, he repeatedly emphasized the limits of empirical methods. In his later work, Frank became increasingly critical of what he perceived to be the deterministic-or, as he put it, "fatalistic"-assumptions on which many social and natural sciences were predicated. On the question of the value of legal certainty, the issue is closer. As we have seen, Fuller took particular aim at Frank's suggestion that the quest for legal certainty represented a childish impulse. Furthermore, Fuller looked for and valued in the law, more than did Frank, uniformities and regularities.
6 Even here, though, the differences are less stark than they first appear. For the certainty Fuller longed for was one secured not by rigid application of formal rules but instead by more faithful attention to the purposes and values of the law. Hence the consensus he found among his students, noted above, on what result common sense or basic fairness Cf id. at 105 (arguing that the "spirit of the creative scientist" is one which "yearns not for safety but risk" and which "devotes itself to new ways of manipulating protean particulars and not to the quest of undeviating universals").
would require in the hypothetical case he posed to them.1 7 Frank made a very similar point, suggesting that certainty in a "deeper sense" would result if judges "are the more enlightened, the more quick to detect and hold in check their own prejudices, the more alive to the fact that rules and precedents are not their masters but merely agencies to be utilized in the interest of doing justice." 5 8
Fuller's final criticism, of the legal positivism implicit in legal realism, also applies in part, but only in part, to Frank's brand of realism. On the one hand, throughout his career, Frank argued that exposing the "realities" of court practice -particularly trial-court practice -would stimulate legal reform, rather than hinder it. 59 He thus embraced Holmes's view that the proper focus of lawyers, judges and legal scholars should be on what courts "do in fact," rather than what we wish they did.60 On the other hand, like Fuller, he sought to focus attention on the actual motives of courts, and those included the "oughts" for which judges strive. "What the law ought to be constitutes, rightfully, no small part of the thinking of lawyers and judges," Frank explained. The key was to make such thinking conscious, rather than unconscious.
'

C. Two Kinds ofInstrumentalism
We can now see some points of intersection between the ideas of Fuller, the "critic" of realism and those of Frank, the "extreme" realist. Like other realists, they both conceived of law in instrumental terms. That is, they denied that legal concepts mapped onto objective features of the world; rather, legal rules and concepts were best understood as tools courts use to achieve certain goals. And like other realists, they thought legal practice and theory could be improved by loosening the constraints the formal law imposed on courts.
But here is where Frank and Fuller went in a different direction than others did. Some realists sought to bracket off (at least temporarily) the question of what ends courts should be pursuing and to focus instead primarily on the empirical question of whether, and if so, how effectively, courts were in fact achieving those ends. Karl Llewellyn, for instance, implored scholars to scrutinize more carefully the "interests" that law 57. Fuller, American Legal Realism, supra note 37 at 436. Frank made the same point by comparing two states whose formal criminal laws formally treated recklessness very differently, with one allowing it to serve as a mens rea sufficient to establish what were only considered purposeful crimes in the other state. Frank then showed how the punishments actually issued by judges made the sanctions for similar crimes functionally comparable in the two states. Similarly, Felix Cohen endorsed a "functional" approach to studying law, which required scholars to "look behind the pretty array of 'correct' cases to the actual facts of judicial behavior," and to use "statistical methods in the scientific description and prediction of judicial behavior." 6 3 As Professor Summers explains, for such scholars, "law serves simply as means to external goals,"" so the important question was whether it was serving those goals effectively. As we'll see, this sort of instrumentalism persisted in a less skeptical vein into the 1940s and 1950s in form of "policy science." 65 Neither Frank nor Fuller embraced that sort of instrumentalism, however; nor did they advocate the use of empirical methods that such a goal seemed to require. Instead, their instrumentalism was more global. As Professor Kenneth Winston has said, Fuller's instrumentalism is "a thesis about the practical nature of cognition." 66 The same is true of Frank. The lesson they both drew from Vaihinger was that even the concepts used in the natural and social sciences should be understood as tools used to achieve certain purposes rather than as descriptions of reality. 
809, 833 (1935).
64. SUMMERS, supra note 10, at 435. Although they all "agreed that at least means could be reasoned about," Summers explains, they denied that one could reason about the ends of law. Id. at 437. Such interests or ends of law were simply taken for granted as given. Thus, for them "the problems of social ordering are divisible into two distinct stages: setting goals, and then devising means to achieve them." Id. at 438.
65. See infra, Section V.A.
66.
Winston, supra note I1, at 341 (distinguishing such a thesis, which he ascribes to Fuller and whose roots he finds in the thought of William James and John Dewey, from "a superficial instrumentalism," which "conceives of the forms of legal order simply as artifacts fabricated for the attainment of independently given ends"). Such an inquiry begins by identifying the premise on which the skeptical conclusion just mentioned depends. The conclusion depends on the assumption that the human motives which provide the criteria for 69. See Winston, supra note 11 (arguing, based on his reading of Fuller's private papers, that the dominant philosophical influence on Fuller's thought was the pragmatism of William James and John Dewey).
70. This is, of course, precisely the kind of conclusion some have interpreted "postmodemists" as endorsing. Whether that allegation is a fair one is a question beyond the scope of this paper. selecting and organizing phenomena and so converting it into "knowledge" are not themselves capable of evaluation according to criteria of better and worse. But that is precisely the premise that Fuller and Frank both rejected. Both thought that the emotions, impulses, purposes, and motives that constitute the human self were (a) mysterious, difficult to identify, and sometimes impossible to fully articulate but (b) a source of genuine moral insight, at least under some conditions. It is the combination of these two views of the human self that helps explain why Frank and Fuller may be seen as part of a Romantic tradition of legal thought that traditional dichotomies fail to capture.
A. Frank, Faith and Freedom
Throughout his career, Frank emphasized that the human self was constituted by a variety of motives for an individual's actions and beliefs that often remained obscure to the individual him or herself. We see this view in Law and the Modern Mind in both his explanation of why the Basic Myth (of legal certainty) is false and of why, despite its falsity, it prevails among laypersons and judges. Frank argued that the law was uncertain because when judges interpreted the law or made factual findings they were beset by biases and prejudices of which they were mostly unaware. At the same time, the myth in law's certainty endured because people had failed to outgrow the need for the emotional security they felt as children and so unconsciously sought a "father-figure" in the law.
Frank did not pursue the particular father-figure theory much beyond his book, but his focus on the self as full of partially conscious and unconscious motives remained a constant theme in his writing. In fact, he even voiced skepticism about the existence of a single "self' at all, criticizing the tendency of some modem psychologists to insist upon the need for an "integrated self." For Frank "[t]he over-integrated man-like Hitler-is a totalitarian ideal." 7 1 Instead, "each sane person has a host of selves, and they are never unified, at one," so we should think of an individual as a "democracy of selves," containing dissent, inconsistency and even "anarchy" in its organization.
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Frank also continued to insist that the drives and motives that constitute these various selves often remained opaque even to the person who possessed them. He repeatedly praised Holmes, for instance, for having recognized the importance of such unconscious motives. unconscious prejudices often explained why judges and juries believed some witnesses rather than others, Frank asserted, but it was impossible to control such biases through the use of legal rules.
74
But Frank did not think that all such motives for decisions were irrational. Given the attention he devoted in Law and the Modern Mind to the biases and prejudices, the "plus and minus reactions," that plague judicial fact-finding, and given the psychological neuroses that he thought explained the desire for legal certainty, one might think that Frank was pessimistic about the epistemic value of a judge's moral intuitions about, or emotional reactions to, a set of facts. But such was not the case. Even in that book, Frank expressed confidence in the wisdom of the judicial "hunch." 7 His point was that such inchoate and emotional reactions to particular facts needed to be brought out and made more visible, rather than distorted and frustrated by strict legal rules. We needed judges, he explained, "'with a touch in them of the qualities which make poets, who will administer justice as an art." We should therefore "encourage, not discountenance, imagination, intuition, insight."
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This idea that adjudication was ultimately about achieving justice and that justice was an art is a theme that Frank continued to develop and emphasize. In one of his most oft-cited articles, "Words and Music," he compared a judge's task when interpreting a statute to that of a performer, who must interpret a composer's artistic purpose. "A judge with an imaginative personality," Frank explained, "supplies 'an increment of vitality that is ... desirable ... and truly necessary in order to put' the legislative 'message across."'77
A year later, in "Say it with Music," Frank extended the analogy between art and judging by comparing the possibilities for, and obstacles to, effective criticism of trial-court findings of fact to those of art criticism.
78 As with the work of an artist, the problem for understanding and evaluating a judge's fact-finding, Frank argued, was that the mental processes by which a judge believes some witnesses rather than others is mysterious, not only to critics but often to the judge himself. The reason the grounds for decisions lingered in obscurity was that judges did not reach such judgments through a process of "reasoning"; instead, they appeared to the judge at once, and as a whole. Frank drew this lesson from the work of Gestalt psychologists, who had emphasized the way in which the mind perceived phenomena in shapes or wholes directly, rather than as the combination of parts. "The gestaltist's favorite illustration," Frank observed, "is a melody: a melody does not result from the summation of its parts; thus to analyze a melody is to destroy it."so Indeed, the true explanation for why a judge makes such judgments is in some sense beyond the reach of language itself.
81 Thus, for a judge to articulate adequately his response to conflicting testimony, "he would be obliged-as a once popular song put it-to 'say it with music. "82 None of this implied that criticism of trial-court judgments, or reforms of trial practices, was impossible. To the contrary, Frank wrote at length about the need for such reforms. 83 He thought the process of writing opinions, for instance, encouraged clear thinking, so he recommended that courts be required to articulate, to the extent possible, their reasons for their factual fmdings.m He also suggested trials be filmed, so that one would have some basis for criticizing a judge's credibility judgments, which often depended on interpreting a witness's demeanor." But the reforms for which he advocated most were (1) efforts to make both substantive and procedural law more flexible so as to allow courts to make individualized judgments in a more honest and open way 8 6 ; and (2) the better training of trial judges (and juries), which would include education as to the power of their own "biases and prejudices." 7 Both of these latter two reforms depend on an assumption that, when given proper scope, and cultivated in the right way, a judge should trust his or her inchoate intuitions about what justice requires in the particular case. Furthermore, even if such principles provided "objective" criteria for criticizing legal rules or their application, they were not particularly helpful for the trial judge trying to figure out which witnesses to believe.
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A better answer is that Frank thought that providing satisfying answers to such metaphysical and epistemological questions was impossible. This answer should hardly surprise since one of Frank's main points in Law and the Modern Mind was that we can never have certain knowledge of "reality" (whether moral or physical) and that we must therefore learn to live in a perpetual state of "painful suspension," in which we make decisions even while recognizing the personal nature of the motives that lay behind our judgments.
92 Doing so was exceedingly difficult because of the mind's natural inclination toward stability and certainty. Only those with a "mature mind," infused with the "scientific spirit," had the courage to maintain their convictions in the face of such uncertainty.
But the terms in which Frank described this attitude changed over time. Whereas in his earlier work, he talked of the courage necessary to live in a state of "painful suspension," in his later work, he described the same attitude as a kind of faith. 9 3 In his 1945 book, Fate and Freedom, for instance, Frank endorsed William James's idea of a "faith ladder," according to which one reasons from the possibility of some metaphysical picture being true, to the "fitness" of it being true, to the conclusion that it "shall be true. James did, the courage to tolerate much less enjoy, the idea of ultimate and irreducible contingency.") with FRANK, FATE AND FREEDOM, supra note 52, at 16 (arguing that the idea that "[M]en's conscious and deliberate purposes" can shape the future is a thesis "which can neither be proved nor be disproved scientifically but which is a matter of faith"). On the connection between faith and courage, see generally PAUL TILLICH, THE COURAGE TO BE (1952). See, e.g., id. at 189 ("The Lutheran courage returns but not supported by the faith in a judging and forgiving God. It returns in terms of the absolute faith which says Yes although there is no special power that conquers guilt. The courage to take the anxiety of meaninglessness upon oneself is the boundary line up to which the courage to be can go.").
94. FRANK, FATE AND FREEDOM, supra note 52, at 169.
objective moral principles. "If ideals which some men regard as noble are realized, they will become natural. Man does not find his 'oughts' spelled out for him in nature: he puts them there."
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The most important metaphysical position Frank used such a "faith ladder" to climb towards was the affirmation of human free will. According to Frank, since one cannot refute the existence of free will on the basis of empirical evidence, we need not, and therefore, should not, deny its existence. Revealingly, Frank said he preferred the term "possibilism" to "free will" because the latter term suggested man's agency was based in pure emotion or will, whereas in fact it should be better understood as a free form of "intelligence." 9 6 Whatever the precise term, Frank devoted much of Fate and Freedom to a defense of human freedom and to an attack on what he perceived to be its threats. Chief among these was the deterministic assumption of the natural and social sciences. "Scientific fatalism is but a faith, a dismal and cruel one," Frank lamented. But he insisted that "[w]e need not accept it" because " [t] here is no reason why we should forsake the American faith-which rests on the facts of daily experience-that human purposes are real."
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B. Fuller, Purpose, and Natural Law
Fuller did not emphasize as much as Frank did the role that irrational biases and prejudices might play in fact-finding or legal interpretation.
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Nevertheless, he agreed with Frank that the true reason for a judge's decision might well remain obscure to himself. Like Frank, he thought such motives could serve as a useful guide for legal decisionmaking. Beginning with his book, The Law in Quest ofltself Fuller used the notion of human purposes to ground a theory of natural law.
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In that book and in later articles Fuller argued that natural law began with recognition of the difficulty of divorcing the "is" from the "ought" when trying to understand human actions and institutions. 1 His argument for this view consisted in the following line of reasoning: All human activity is necessarily purposive activity. In order to understand or describe a person's activities, even if only for the sake of prediction, the observer must discern the purpose of the person's actions and make a judgment about whether that purpose has been achieved. But since making such a judgment depends on an assumption about what counts as success in achieving that purpose, the judgment is an essentially evaluative one. One question this argument immediately raises is why determining a subject's purpose requires an evaluative judgment rather than simply a description of the individual's mental state, namely his intention to take some action for some goal. There were two parts to Fuller's answer to this challenge. The first was to deny that having such a purpose was equivalent to having a conscious intention. Often we have an intention without ever giving explicit conscious thought to that intention. To illustrate this point, Fuller quoted Wittgenstein: "Someone says to me: 'Show the children a game.' I teach them gaming with dice, and the other says, 'I didn't mean that sort of game.' Must the exclusion of the game with dice have come before his mind when he gave me the order?"' 0 2 To Fuller the answer was obviously no.
Fuller made the same point in his Contacts casebook. There he observed that the schools of psychology influenced by Freud had "performed a great service by dramatizing the fact that the determinants of human conduct are not to be identified with consciousness." They had shown, rather, that "many acts are performed in quest of goals of which the actor is himself completely ignorant." 10 3 Thus, the problem of how to understand the nature of such goals or intentions, according to Fuller, "lies somewhere between the superficial layer of consciousness and the dark inner recesses of the human psyche probed by the psychoanalysts.""s The second part of Fuller's response was to suggest that even if such unconscious motives were discoverable, they would rarely point to a single purpose. In one example he offered, he imagined watching a boy pressing a knife against a clam. We are confused about what the boy is doing until we understand that he is trying to open the clam.' 05 So that is one purpose. But why is the boy trying to open the clam? To eat it? Or to learn about mollusks? The answer we provide will determine what we think of his actions when he then drops the clam and starts running toward an aquarium. In particular, it will determine whether we think the boy has radically altered his goal or found a more effective means to achieve his existing goal. 16 Fuller thought that this example illustrated the way that human actions were directed not to a single purpose but to a "congeries of related purposes."' 07 Thus, in order to understand the boy's actions, Fuller insisted that one must understand the boy's true purposes, and that requires 101. Fuller, Human Purpose, supra note 99, at 68-71. Fuller's thought was that the common law could be seen as a similar sort of process in which judges make reference to shared purposes in order to understand what their predecessors were up to. Fuller called this process a "collaborative articulation of shared purposes," in which each judge made an effort to get at what earlier judges were in some sense trying to say, but did not or could not because such ends or purposes were "not stirred into active consciousness [of the previous court] by the facts of the case being decided."'" Under this view, when there was a line of cases developing one particular doctrine, we could plausibly say that the facts of the later cases enabled subsequent judges to "see more truly what they were all trying to do from the beginning.""(o Under this view, the formal law was never in perfect conformity with the purposes or motives behind it because it was never possible to discover with certainty what those purposes were. Indeed, it was never even possible to determine whether any given goal was truly the end sought after or instead simply a means to achieve some further end. Crucially, though, one selected an end in part by assessing the means available to achieve it. So, for instance, Fuller argued in a 1954 book review that one could not determine whether "euthanasia should be legalized without first considering the social manageability of the task of selecting the right people to put to death."' In other words, the key was to "hold[] means and ends open for a reciprocal adjustment with respect to each problem."112 That law required the constant evaluation of both ends and means, each in light of the other, meant that law was always in the midst of an adjustment or, as Fuller would sometimes put it, in the process of "becoming." He thus once explained why he took so seriously his students' moral intuitions about cases discussed in class: "If we apply the term 'law'," he explained, "to that which is coming to be, then the conclusion of an oncoming generation of lawyers may be 'law' in a more real sense than the dictum of some eighteenth-century English judge that happens to be embalmed in a casebook."" 3 Fuller thought that the best interpretation of the natural-law tradition consisted of efforts to articulate and justify something like that process of "becoming," even if it had often done so "clumsily. "' 14 There are many possible objections to this line of reasoning, but two particularly glaring ones were leveled against Fuller. His responses to them are revealing. The first objection denied the plausibility of the view that judges had "latent" purposes that other judges could subsequently discover."' To this Fuller responded that the existence of such latent purposes seemed to him a common truth of psychology, confirmed by ordinary experience.1 6 He suggested that we become aware of such purposes in situations when, perhaps in a moment of crisis, a friend may "help us to understand what we really want.""' The same idea is implicit in legal education and practice. He rhetorically asked why courts and law professors use hypothetical fact-patterns to test a legal rule if not on the assumption that doing so could help bring into consciousness ideas about ends, purposes, and values, which we possess in some sense but of which we are only dimly aware."
Id.
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The second objection was that even if such latent purposes do exist, that fact does not cause a "blurring of fact and value," let alone warrant an inference to the existence of natural law. Common-law judges could all be engaged in a collaborative articulation of shared evil purposes.l19 Put another way, there's a difference between (a) the descriptive claim that a person has some purpose or end in view (or only partially in view or even totally out of view) and (b) the evaluative claim that such a purpose or end is good or worthy of pursuit. To some, Fuller's failure to recognize this distinction evidenced a deep philosophical confusion, if not intentional obfuscation.1 20 Fuller recognized this objection, though he never seemed quite satisfied with any answer to it. At times, he seemed tempted to reply by resorting to a more traditional natural-law view, resting on an explicitly teleological 114. Fuller, Human Purpose, supra note 99, at 73. Fuller, 3 NAT. L.F. 77, 81 (1958) ("An end-in-view that is nevertheless not explicitly present in active consciousness seems to me just a myth, the product of the same type of dubious reasoning which assumes that the outcome of a complex series of changes can be explained only by postulating the outcome as already 'implicitly present' in the initial terms of the series.") 116. Fuller, Rejoinder, supra note 99, at 96 (saying that he conceived of the existence of such purposes as "being an almost obvious truth of psychology").
See Ernest Nagel, On the Fusion of Fact and Value: A Reply to Professor Reply to
117. understanding of human nature. "The whole man, taken in the round, is an enormously complicated set of interrelated and interacting purposes," Fuller asserted in the same book review earlier mentioned. "This system of purposes constitutes his nature, and it is to this nature that natural law looks in seeking a standard for passing ethical judgments. That is good which advances man's nature; that is bad which keeps him from realizing it."l21 In the same article, he cited the political philosopher Leo Strauss as someone who had come to a similar understanding of natural law.1 22 But Fuller never developed much further this teleological understanding of human nature. He seemed reluctant to commit himself to any understanding of human beings that would strike many as inconsistent with modern science, explicitly distancing himself from religious understandings of natural law. Yet he never explained how ethical principles could be derived from a purely naturalistic or scientific understanding of human nature. In the same book review, he suggested that psychoanalysis, though seemingly remote from traditional natural law, was also premised on the idea that man needs to be "straightened out" and yet had resources within himself to do such straightening.1 23 But he did not attempt to justify that premise, except to say that "if the psychoanalyst does not do something roughly equivalent to helping his patient realize his 'true nature,' then his whole profession loses intelligible meaning."124 In the end, then, Fuller's faith in the reality or intelligibility of discerning true or universal human purposes amounted to a not-very-well articulated article of faith. His attitude is perhaps best conveyed in a letter he wrote to his friend and interlocutor, H.L.A. Hart, in response to Hart's review of Fuller's book, The Morality of Law. Hart had concluded his review by observing that Fuller "has all his life been in love with the notion of purpose and this passion, like any other, can both inspire and blind a man. I have tried to show how it has done both to the author."l 2 5
About this passage Fuller wrote to Hart:
All I can say of Miss Purpose is that the Old Girl still looks good to me. One of her enduring charms is that she is a very complex creature indeed, subject to unpredictable moods of surrender and withdrawal. I believe deeply in her without pretending that I really understand her. So the high romance of which you complain will probably continue despite your thoughtful warning that our liaison promises trouble.1 
Barzun
C. Common Themes: Faith and Human Purpose
Summing up, Frank and Fuller both understood all knowledge to depend on human motives, but neither drew deeply skeptical conclusions from the fact of such dependence. Instead, they both thought that some motives were better than others for the purpose of theoretical and practical decisionmaking and, in particular, for the purpose of judicial decisionmaking. Furthermore, both thought that ensuring that a judge's intuitive reactions to a particular set of facts reflected good purposes (moral principles or wise policies) rather than bad ones (or personal biases) required the judge to engage in careful introspection.
This line of reasoning invites a demand for justification: Why think that such intuitions put judges on the right track when making decisions? Fuller and Frank responded to this demand in somewhat different ways. Fuller suggested that there might be common, perhaps even universal, human purposes, which judges intuit by virtue of being either part of the community or simply by being human. He thus looked for, and thought he could find, regularities or patterns in social life, not just in terms of behavior, but in terms of common purposes, needs, and values. The common law offered one example of judges inquiring into such common purposes, the pursuit of which he thought amounted to a form of natural law.
Hence, law as human purpose and "becoming." But if Fuller sought uniformities and commonalities in human nature, Frank celebrated man's uniqueness and the value of diversity. He chafed at the use of the term "natural law" because it suggested that man's nature was fixed and determined. For the same reason he rejected what he took to be the assumptions and implications of various social sciences, instead arguing that each individual was unique and free and that social progress was neither inevitable nor impossible. One must strive for it. Although Frank recognized the existence of a few universal moral principles, he insisted that they were too abstract to be of help to the individual facing a particular decision, such as a judge deciding a case. In such circumstances, the judge had only his intuitions and judgments about the facts before him. And though he could never be certain that his motive to secure justice was not being distorted by passion or prejudice, better to have faith in one's own intuitions of justice than to try to eliminate or constrain them through the use of rigid substantive or procedural rules. Hence, law as the personality of the judge.
In fact, though, even in explaining their faith in human intuitions and emotions, the two approaches circle back on one another. Frank did ultimately endorse parts of the natural-law tradition, objecting primarily to the term itself, rather than to what he took to be its core claim, which was that there are broad moral principles applicable to all people at all times. At the same time, Fuller's endorsement of natural law is probably best understood as the result of his own effort to climb James's "faith ladder" in just the way Frank endorsed. Fuller began Law in Quest of Itself the book in which he first defended a natural-law view, by describing his conception of legal philosophy as a "pragmatic" one, whose purpose was "to give a profitable and satisfying direction to the application of human energies in the law" and to ask what effect one's words might have on law students, lawyers and judges. 127 It thus seems likely that he saw his own effort to develop a theory of natural law as justified primarily by how it might affect the way judges and lawyers think about their roles and tasks, rather by a set of metaphysical doctrines. 128 Indeed, for Fuller, metaphysical doctrines were themselves best justified on pragmatic grounds. As he said in closing his contribution to a collection of essays entitled, My Philosophy of Law, "[w]e must have a good metaphysics before we can have a good politics. And a good metaphysics is one which gives form to life without stifling it."' 29
D. Technocratic instrumentalism: Lasswell and McDougal's "Policy Science"
Frank and Fuller's shared philosophical assumptions can be seen even more clearly by setting them both in contrast to a quite different approach to legal reasoning advanced at the same time they were writing. In the early 1940s, two Yale professors wrote a now-famous article that has been said to "mark the clear beginning of the post-realist period" in American legal scholarship.1 30 In "Legal Education and Public Policy," Harold Lasswell, a political scientist, and Myres McDougal, a law professor, boldly put forth a vision of the lawyer's role in the world and the methods and skills he would need to serve it."' Over the next several years, they taught these skills and methods, which they called "policy science," in a course at Yale law school. Although the views of McDougal and Lasswell depend on assumptions and goals similar to those we have seen in the work of Frank and Fuller, the vision of law and legal theory they offered differ dramatically from the views described above.1 3 2 Like many other legal theorists with legal-realist sympathies (including, as we have seen, Frank and Fuller) , McDougal and Lasswell understood law in instrumental terms, as a tool designed to accomplish certain goals."' They also stressed the need for law to look beyond traditional legal materials. They expressed frustration with earlier realist efforts to incorporate the social sciences because those realists had lacked a clear understanding of the purpose to which those social sciences needed to be put.'
34 Lasswell and McDougal lamented that although lawyers had recognized the need to evaluate legal doctrines and procedures according to how well they achieved social purposes, "there is little conscious, systematic effort to relate [those doctrines and procedures] clearly and consistently to the major problems of a society struggling to achieve democratic values."
35
Here lies the first key difference between their approach and that of Frank and Fuller. Whereas those thinkers emphasized the inherent difficulty of knowing precisely what one's own values and motives were -so that one had to discover them as one worked through a problem or reasoned through an issue-Lasswell and McDougal stressed that the modem lawyer must develop "goal-thinking," so that he could engage in effective "policymaking." This required having a "clear conception of goal," which meant that the student needed to "clarify his moral values (preferred events, social goals)." 136 For Lasswell and McDougal, "clarifying" moral values did not mean probing into their foundations. Here the contrast with Fuller is particularly striking. Fuller would later observe in a short 1950 essay that the question of "[h]ow far we should pursue ultimates" was dictated mostly by intellectual fashion. He then lamented that " [t] he pressures of our present intellectual climate are toward truncating the inquiry at the earliest possible point," but he nevertheless insisted that he would resist that pressure and "push my inquiry a little farther toward the abyss than is customary."' 3 ' Lasswell and McDougal, however, insisted that the process of clarifying values be distinguished from the effort to derive values, which was "a notorious blind alley." Such an endeavor, they explained, "quickly becomes a futile quest for a meaningless why, perpetually culminating in 'some inevitably circular and infinitely regressive logical justification' for ambiguous preferences."' So rather than derive such values, Lasswell and McDougal stipulated them: "In our civilization, at least, representative values are power, respect, knowledge, income, and safety (including health)." 39 133. See DUXBURY, supra note 5, at 171 (observing that although Lasswell and McDougal were critical of realists for their lack of clear objectives, they "applauded realist jurisprudence for the fact that it represented, in general, a pioneering attempt to integrate law with the social sciences"). must know how to conduct "accurate calculation of probabilities, and adept application of knowledge of ways and means." The lawyer must learn "trend-thinking" and "scientific-thinking," which required him to "orient himself correctly in contemporary trends and future probabilities" in order to better predict possible outcomes.
Lasswell
1` Thankfully, recent progress in the human sciences had made predicting human behavior easier. Thanks to "the rapid expansion of the social and psychological sciences," they explained, "the observing of human conduct has become progressively more technical and exhaustive." Indeed, social scientists had made the most progress in "the perfecting of method by which ancient speculations can be confirmed, modified or rejected."l 4 1
The contrast drawn should now be clear. Whereas Frank and Fuller both stressed the impossibility of ever having complete consciousness of human motives and purposes, Lasswell and McDougal took awareness of one's goals or values to be the first step in the rational implementation of policy. Fuller himself drew the contrast between his own method and that envisioned by McDougal and Lasswell. For them, he explained, "the philosopher or legal reformer is supposed to determine what values are to be effectuated" while the rest is "a matter of technical implementation with which Professors McDougal and Lasswell have no direct concern and for which they assume no responsibility." 1 42 Fuller thought this approach absurd, and he illustrated the point through the example of a game. One would never say, he insisted, "Let us first decide what kind of enjoyment we seek from our projected game. Then let us draw up rules for a game that will yield this form of enjoyment." Instead, when inventing a game "we shall have to start with ends vaguely perceived and held in suspension while we explore the problem of devising a workable system of play." 
Ronald Dworkin (1986)145
I have sought to identify in this Article a number of themes common to the work of Jerome Frank and Lon Fuller. In both we see the idea that people's perceptions of the world are fundamentally shaped by their emotions, motives, and purposes and that those emotions, motives and purposes often remain unconscious. Judges can decide cases justly if they attend to their own felt reactions the facts of the cases before them. When they do so, judges should try their best to articulate the reasons that they think justifies or supports their decisions. Both Frank and Fuller recognize, however, that such attempts at articulation are often only partially successful. Nevertheless, in spite of the incompleteness of such effortsindeed, because of its incompleteness-both thinkers maintain a faith that the Anglo-American method of case-by-case adjudication is a just method for resolving disputes and developing the law. The sort of practical reasoning adjudication requires, under this view, is one that requires judges to engage in a process of self-examination or introspection as to their true purposes and values.
This common set of views is what I call a romantic pragmatist understanding of adjudication and legal reasoning. The terms "pragmatism" and "romanticism" are both ones that are so commonly used that invoking them risks causing confusion or, worse, making vacuous claims." Some clarification of my use of those terms is therefore warranted. I will then raise two objections to this characterization. 258 (1941) (arguing that the diversity of uses to which the term has been put "furnishes sufficient proof, if any were needed, that 'Romanticism' has no generally understood meaning and has therefore come to be useless as a verbal symbol"). See also CHARLES TAYLOR, SOURCES OF THE SELF (1989) ("The word [Romanticism] has a bewildering number of definitions; and some have even doubted that there is such a unified phenomenon, as against simply a conceptual muddle hidden in a single term.") (citing Lovejoy, id.). The same could be said of Pragmatism.
A. Romantic Pragmatism
Pragmatism sometimes refers to a view about the nature of truth according to which what it means for some proposition to be true is not that it corresponds to some feature of the external world but rather that it "works" or has favorable practical consequences. 147 Consider, for instance, two mid-century pragmatists, W. V. Quine and Morton White. Both philosophers famously rejected the analytic/synthetic distinction, which had been a foundational assumption of logical positivism, the dominant philosophical view at the time and one that privileged the methods of the natural sciences.' 52 But they interpreted the demands of pragmatic thinking in different ways. Quine is well known for insisting that in the sciences, "no statement is immune from revision," suggesting a fallibilism typical of pragmatists.15 But he still agreed with the logical positivists that observation through the senses was the only sort of experience that could validate philosophical knowledge. He therefore argued that traditional areas of philosophical inquiry, such as ethics and epistemology, should be "naturalized", that is, transformed into objects of empirical study using the methods of the natural sciences.1 54 White, 147. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Pragmatism (Oct. 7, 2013) ("The core of pragmatism was the pragmatist maxim, a rule for clarifying the contents of hypotheses by tracing their 'practical consequences'. In the work of Peirce and James, the most influential application of the pragmatist maxim was to the concept of truth."), available at http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/pragmatism/.
148. See, e.g., id. ("All the pragmatists, but most of all Dewey, challenge the sharp dichotomy that other philosophers draw between theoretical beliefs and practical deliberations.").
149. See CHERYL MISAK, THE AMERICAN PRAGMATISTS xi (2013) (observing that "the nature of the requisite connection between beliefs and experience is a complex matter for the pragmatists").
150. See id. at 37 (explaining that Pierce "thought that truth was a matter for the community of inquirers-not for this or that individual inquirer"); id. at 60 (" . . . James adds to Peirce that we must pay attention to the significance that each of us places upon our own particular actions.").
151. See id. at 68 ("Mystical experience, James argues, is the province of the subconscious and is as telling for the perceiver as is the experience of ordinary, mundane consciousness."). This latter sort of pragmatism, which includes emotional reactions and intuitions as the sort of "experience" that can validate beliefs and which is associated with William James, Morton White, and others, is the one I dub "romantic." I mean that term not to describe the quality that contrasts with "realist" or "rationalist" views, but rather to refer to a set of ideas connected to the particular movement in art and literature that began in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In particular, I intend the term to refer to three features commonly associated with that movement. The first and most obvious is the idea that the human self has a certain inner depth full of emotions and intuitions and that attending to those emotions can yield genuine aesthetic and ethical insight.1 56 The second is the view that such feelings are often stimulated by particular and concrete experiences and that generalizing from such concrete experiences is always difficult, making our attempts to articulate our judgments about them always partial and imperfect. 1 7 The third and final feature is the insistence upon the foundational role played by the first two features. If our evaluative judgments are properly understood as efforts to articulate genuine moral insights derived from our responses to concrete experience,
152.
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155. See MORTON WHITE, TOWARD REUNION IN PHILOSOPHY 20 (1956) ("Once logicians and epistemologists begin to speak of justifying conceptual frameworks by reference to considerations of expediency, as some do, and once others begin to counter by appealing to intuition or conscience, as they do, we can see that we are entering a subject which might well profit from the two thousand years or so of moral philosophy in which very similar questions have been discussed."). See also MORTON WHITE, A PHILOSOPHY OF CULTURE xi (2002) ("I also came to believe that ethics may be viewed as empirical if one includes feelings of moral obligation as well as sensory experiences in the pool or flux into which the ethical believer worked a manageable structure (to use a James-like figure that Quine had once used when characterizing the purpose of science)."); id. at 154 ("Quine differentiates more sharply than I do between an observation sentence like 'that's a rabbit' and the sentence 'that ought not to be done' or 'that's outrageous,' its counterparts in my view of the confirmation of ethical beliefs. That difference between us reflects my inclination to emphasize the similarity between ethical and scientific thinking and Quine's different inclination.").
156. TAYLOR, supra note 146, at 368 ("This notion of an inner voice or impulse, the idea that we find the truth within us, and in particular in our feelings-these were the crucial justifiying concepts of the Romantic rebellion in its various forms."); Harold Bloom, ed., Romanticism and Consciousness: Essays in Criticism 1 (1970) ("Subjectivity or self-consciousness is the salient problem of Romanticism, at least for modem readers, who tend to station themselves in regard to the Romantics depending on how relevant or adequate they judge the dialectic of consciousness and imagination to be."). MODERN LITERARY TRADITION 35 (1957) (explaining that the essence of romanticism is the "doctrine of experience," according to which "the imaginative apprehension gained through immediate experience is primary and certain, whereas the analytic reflection that follows is secondary and problematical"); TAYLOR, supra note 146, at 390 ("The sense of depth in inner space is bound up with the sense that we can move into it and bring things to the fore. This we do when we articulate. The inescapable feeling of depth comes from the realization that whatever we bring up, there is always more down there. Depth lies in there being always, inescapably, something beyond our articulative power.").
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then such evaluations are, in some sense, empirical or descriptive ones. Such a capacity thus provides a firmer ground for moral and aesthetic judgments-a ground that used to be provided by larger metaphysical or theological frameworks. ' The romantic pragmatist about ethics or practical reasoning, then, is a pragmatist who believes that one's moral beliefs, like one's scientific beliefs, should always be open to revision and subject to the test of experience. But she is also a romantic who believes that one's intuitions or emotional responses contain real moral insight. She is thus the sort of pragmatist who, when reasoning about ethical matters, treats such intuitions or internal reactions as part of the experience that tests the adequacy of her beliefs.
It is not hard to see, then, why Frank and Fuller may plausibly be described as romantic pragmatists when it comes to adjudication and legal reasoning. Both of them thought legal rules should be assessed by how well they achieve the purposes for which they exist. Frank encouraged judges to reflect on their own emotional responses in order to ensure that they are not beholden to biases and prejudices 59 ; he praised the "scientific spirit," which welcomes uncertainty and the questioning of settled dogma"; he envisioned the judge as an artist who can never quite articulate the true grounds for decision.' 6 ' Similarly, Fuller defended legal fictions on the ground that they provide just results even when judges cannot articulate a satisfying legal justification' 62 ; he insisted that there are purposes latent in the law that judges can intuitively discem 163 ; and (for these reasons) he envisioned the judge's role as part creation, part discovery.
1 6 Finally, both thinkers argued that judicial decisionmaking can be just even when there are not clear rules governing a case precisely because judges may be guided by introspective inquiry. That is why they are both romantic pragmatists about law and adjudication.
B. Historical Implications
Understanding Frank and Fuller as romantic pragmatists is useful for both historical and philosophical reasons. As an historical matter, identifying the intellectual connections between Frank and Fuller provides 158. TAYLOR, supra 146, at 380 ("The old order based on the ontic logos was no longer acceptable.... What replaced the interlocking order was the Romantic notion of a purpose or life coursing through nature."); Langbaum, supra note , at 26 ("[The Romanticist] discovers through experience the empiric ground for values. He does this by giving himself so completely to each object that the object is allowed to generate its own laws, creating the values compatible with its full existence.... The romanticist is thus always in the process of formulating values, although he never arrives at a final formulation."). a new perspective on mid-twentieth-century legal thought. The romantic/technocratic distinction drawn here cuts across the traditional realism/process theory dichotomy. During both periods one finds both strands of legal pragmatism on offer.
159.
The interpretation here offered expands upon a revisionist account of twentieth-century legal theory. Neil Duxbury has argued that, contrary to the conventional wisdom at the time, legal-process theory was less a "response" to legal realism than it was the manifestation of an attitude about law-in particular, a faith in its immanent rationality-that had begun long before the 1940s and has endured long past it.' 6 ' Elsewhere I have argued that in certain ways legal process theory was indeed an effort to respond to certain aspects of legal realism.
1 66 It is nevertheless true that the continuity we find in Fuller's and Frank's thought over more than two decades in some ways confirms Duxbury's thesis. This Article is meant to build upon this revisionist account in two ways. First, it brings out the way in which (perhaps ironically) the "rationalist" tradition in general depends on the romantic faith in the epistemic value of intuitions -and the introspection necessary to discern them -for the purposes of judicial decisionmaking. As the quotations that introduced this Part indicate, this idea both preceded the work of Frank and Fuller and has continued long after it.
The second way it builds upon Duxbury's account is by clarifying that the romantic faith in introspection does not entail the endorsement of law's immanent rationality (or vice versa). Duxbury does not group Jerome Frank along with Roscoe Pound, Benjamin Cardozo, Henry Hart, Ronald Dworkin, and other defenders of law's rationality.' 6 7 Now we can see why: Although Frank shared with these others the idea that one's intuitions about particular cases serve as a genuine ethical guide, he differed from them and from Fuller in his relative lack of confidence in judges' ability to generalize from those intuitions. Frank doubted the existence or at least the utility of general principles of natural law, and he welcomed the diversity, rather than uniformity, of judicial judgments.
Under this view, then, part of what distinguishes Frank from the rationalist tradition Duxbury describes is not a denial of the power of judges to decide particular cases in a just way. Rather, it is a skepticism that the morally salient facts which make certain judicial outcomes just ones are universalizable. The difference between Frank, on the one hand, and Fuller and others in the "rationalist" tradition, on the other, is not source of genuine discovery of truths about the world? Or, conversely, to what extent are they instead properly understood as merely practical tools for the implementing antecedently fixed ends or goals -irrespective of whether those goals are understood to be the outcome of some "rational" process or merely to be the reflection of some individual or group's arbitrary will. In other words, the question is whether there is a role of genuine discovery in legal practice analogous to what some find in scientific practice.
What is at issue here is not the traditional question about the "nature of law" that has occupied legal philosophers for the last several decades. That question, as typically framed, is whether law depends exclusively on "social facts" (as Hart and other positivists argue) or instead depends on a combination of social facts and values (as Dworkin and anti-positivists argue).' That is a metaphysical question about what determines the content of law. 174 The question here is an epistemological one: Whatever facts make some rules or principles qualify as valid law, is it possible to learn genuine truths about the world by reflecting on the various methods, sources, and values that constitute legal practice as a whole? And if so, what assumptions does an affirmative answer depend on? In other words, it asks whether law qualifies as an intellectual discipline or is instead simply a practical instrument of social control (and, possibly, moral guidance).
As it turns out, both Fuller and Frank were very interested in the ways in which legal concepts and practices had had an intellectual influence on other sciences and disciplines.1 75 True, they each tended to focus on different aspects of the legal process. Frank was more concerned with trial processes and the evaluation of witness testimony, whereas Fuller was more interested in the processes of appellate adjudication, particularly where the relevant rules did not dictate a clear outcome. Yet both saw an important connection between the methods and procedures of legal practice and the ends towards which the law should aim, so that one could learn something about the latter by studying the former. This Article has suggested that they could only maintain such a faith in the possibility of genuine discovery of truth through the examination of legal practices because they were romantic pragmatists, that is, because they believed in
